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General comments on central moderation activity
The activity involved moderation of centre’s assessments of the Application of Technology
Assignment. There are seven sub-elements each worth 4 marks, grades are awarded in relation
to the total mark for each candidate.
This is the second year of this assignment. Two centres were moderated again after issues
with their submissions last year, all of the others were being moderated for the first time.
Submissions from all centres contained appropriate information and materials. The process
seems to be well understood. Individual feedback has been sent to every centre in the sample.
Moderation took place in the Hilton Hotel in Glasgow. The facilities were excellent, there was
plenty of space to spread out papers and three computers to input feedback to centres. This
professional approach made the process very efficient and moderators felt valued for the work
they undertake.
A three day moderation event had been planned but with only 20 centres sampled and seven
moderators, the work was substantially completed in one day. Perhaps the team is too large
but there is sense in having a significant number of teachers with in-depth understanding of
the process.
One centre had applied the wrong grade to two candidates (although the marking had been
correct). These errors were noted to the centre.

Specific issues identified
Most teachers in the sample seem to have a clear understanding of the assessment criteria, all
school assessments were accepted. Some specific issues were identified in individual or small
numbers of schools:
1

Teacher assistance/prompting
Some teachers noted that they had given help during the assignment and deducted
marks accordingly. In other cases, it was clear that there had been teacher help because
of the markings on candidates’ reports.
“With the exception AT3, teacher assistance may be provided but only after a subelement has been completed, submitted and marked. Teacher assistance is in effect
retrospective and is set in the context of allowing a candidate to progress into the next
sub-element…..” Guidance on Assessment, Section 1.

2

Teacher comments on the EX 5 Flyleaf
It is important that teachers make comment on how they have judged the evidence and
how much help they have given, especially for sub-element AT3.

2

Specific issues identified (cont)
3

Use of SQA issued Application of Technology Assignments
One centre had used assignments they created themselves. After very close scrutiny it
was agreed to accept the submission on this occasion because of the similarity to SQA
assignments. A letter has been sent to the centre, clarifying the situation that only SQA
issued assignments should be used.

4

Candidates who make no submission and therefore score 0 marks
One candidate made no submission and was awarded a Grade 5 by the school for 0
marks (as indicated by the grading scale). In such cases where there is no submission, a
Grade 7 should be awarded, for a Grade 5, candidates should have done some work
(even if it is worth 0 marks).

Feedback to centres
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